
Weeks #1-4 
#1 

ante/fore – before; in front 
 

anteroom - a small room located before another, such as a 
waiting room 
antecedent - something happening before, ancestor 
anticipate- look forward to; expect 
forebrain - the front part of the brain 
forethought - a consideration or  planning beforehand 
forerunner- a person, sign or warning that something is coming 
forehand- a  stroke in tennis with palm turned forward 

 
extra/out - outside or beyond; away, outward 

 
extravagant- spending carelessly and lavishly, excessive 
extracurricular- outside the regular course of study 
extradite- give up or deliver (a fugitive or prisoner ) to another 
state, nation, or authority for trial or punishment 
extraordinary-  beyond what is ordinary, very unusual 
outback - the back country of any area 
outcast - person or animal cast out from home or friends 
outbound - going away from the area 
outgrow - get too large for 
outstretch - extended, stretched outward 
 
#2 

dis/mis- opposite of, lack, not, wrong, bad 
 

distract-turn aside or draw away 
discontent-not feeling content, happy,    fulfilled 
disadvantage-lacking advantage; unfavorable condition 
disarray-lack of order, confusion 
disapprove-have or express an opinion against 
disarm-take weapons away from 
misapply-to use badly, incorrectly or wrongly 
misgovern-to rule or govern badly 
misalliance-an improper alliance or association 
misunderstood-not appreciated or understood 
misadventure-an unlucky accident, bad luck 
 

under/sub=beneath, below 
 

underwater-below water 
underling-a person of lower rank or position 
underachiever-someone who works below his or her level or 
ability 
underclassman-freshman or sophomore 
undercut-cut under or beneath 
submarine-a vessel that can be navigated under the water; 
something living under the surface of the sea, as a plant or an 
animal 
submerge-to cover or overflow with water, immerse 
subtract-to withdraw or take away as a part from the whole 
 
 #3  

anti/de- against, opposite, not, below, opposite of, remove 
 
antidote -  medicine or remedy that counteracts the effects of a 
poison 
antibacterial -  counteracting or destroying bacteria 
antipathy -  a strong dislike or feeling against 
antihero -  a main character who has none of the qualities 
normally expected of a hero 
antonym - word that means the opposite of another word 
decapitate - cut the head off 
demote - reduce in rank 
deactivate - remove from active service 
decelerate - slow down 

devalue - drop the value 
 

intra- within, inside 
 

intravenous - within a vein, into a vein 
intrastate - within a state 
intramuscular - within or into a muscle 
intramural - carried on by members of the same school, college, 
etc 
intrapersonal- taking place within the individual mind or self, 
thinking about your actions, thoughts, values 
intravascular- located or occurring in, or administered through a 
blood vessel. 
 

discipulus- student 
disciple – a student 
discipline – teaching; instruction, field of learning 
disciplinary – pertaining to correction, ordered control, or teaching 
disciplinarian – one who enforces order 
 
#4 

inter-between 
 

interstate- between states 
interaction  - action between two people or things 
intermission  -  a time between two periods of activity, pause 
intercept -  take or seize on the way from one place to another 
interlude  -  something filling the time between two things 
interact- to connect with or live in close relation with each other 
interactive- of or pertaining to a two-way system (between) 
communications, usually by means of a television or computer 
intercede- to attempt to reconcile differences between two people 
or groups; to come between 
intercom-  an internal telephone system for communicating within 
a building, an aircraft, etc. Short for intercommunications 
interfere- to come in the middle of , as one thing with another  
interim- to fill up time between two things 
 

bio-life, living things 
 

biopsy -  the surgical removal of cells or tissue from a living body 
for examination and diagnosis 
biology - the scientific study of living organisms 
biosphere -  the region on and around earth that can support life 
(atmosphere, land, water) 
biodegradable -  capable of being broken down by the action of 
bacteria or other organisms 
biography -  a written account of a person’s life 
biome-  a major ecological community, extending over a large 
area and usually characterized by a dominant vegetation 
 
 
 
 


